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Thank you for downloading the Paladin Vendor Report.

The Merchant Risk Council’s (MRC) mission is to provide members with useful tools  

and sometimes scarce information to help lower fraud and improve your customer’s 

purchasing experience. At the MRC, we understand how difficult it is to navigate a  

complex ecommerce environment and find the right solution for specific fraud and  

risk needs. As a benefit of your MRC membership, we are offering members a  

discounted copy of the Paladin Vendor Report (PVR).

The PVR, gathered by the industry experts at Paladin, provides detailed information  

on over 40 vendors who offer a wide variety of different fraud prevention tools,  

platforms, and services. This report is designed to give you a comprehensive  

overview of the different products offered by each company and present analysis  

to help you focus on who may ultimately best align with your individual fraud  

prevention goals.

We hope you find this report to be a helpful resource that will provide you and  

your business with valuable insights. We are also interested in hearing your  

feedback on the report and encourage you to send any comments directly to  

programs@merchantriskcouncil.org.

Sincerely,

The MRC

mailto:info@paladingroup.com
mailto:programs@merchantriskcouncil.org
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The 2022 Paladin Vendor Report 

Offering an unprecedented view into today’s fraud prevention platforms and 

solutions.

Every day at Paladin Group, we’re in the thick of the fast-paced world of fraud solutions. 

This is especially important as the global pandemic has accelerated the use of digital 

environments at a level never experienced before. As malicious individuals take 

advantage of COVID19 and related scams, it’s become even more important to remain 

focused on streamlining and maximizing the capabilities of an organizational fraud 

management operation. 

As experts on today’s solution providers, services, and tools, it’s our job to maintain a 

high-level view of the fraud prevention landscape as well as a detailed, on-the-ground 

understanding of every solution and every challenge. As the number of providers 

and services grow and technology evolves, merchants’ options become increasingly 

complex and varied. 

Since it’s our mission to serve as an authority on these products and their strengths, 

areas of opportunity, and enhancements, we published the first-ever Paladin Vendor 

Report (PVR) in 2017. It offered an unprecedented exploration of how merchants could 

mitigate the risks that come with accepting payments in an omni-channel, card-not-

present world. Because of the constant evolution of many popular fraud mitigation 

solutions, we decided to provide the Paladin Vendor Report on an annual basis. And 

now, we’re pleased to publish the latest: the 2022 Paladin Vendor Report. We’ve offered 

previous participants the chance to update their sections and incorporated additional 

participating vendors.

We focus on several key areas during 

the discovery process. (Not all are 

applicable to every vendor, but for 

consistency, we examined each of  

the following wherever relevant.) 

PRODUCT - The vendor’s  

current functionality. 

SERVICES - Available offerings  

to help merchants during integration  

and throughout their client lifecycle,  

including reporting. 

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT - Current 

partnerships and channels for direct  

and indirect customers.

MARKETING - The verticals vendors  

are focusing on and messaging 

SALES - A breakdown of market 

segments. 

TECHNOLOGY - How the product  

works from a technical perspective.

Introduction
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What this report offers: the PVR helps merchants navigate the 

ever-expanding number of solution providers and services 

available to them. We spoke with vendors who offer risk-mitigation 

products to merchants in the Card Not Present (CNP) and omni-

channel environments—then gathered, examined, and compiled 

the information for each participating vendor.

Vendors had the option to participate in the report, and Paladin 

was compensated for the research performed. Our team spent 

hours in discussion with each of these vendors. We test-drove 

their products and gathered overviews of their services, marketing, 

sales, technologies, and future plans. For vendors who chose not 

to participate in the report, we drew upon our extensive interaction, 

client input, and research to share a summary of their services. 

This report is a groundbreaking effort to gain as much first-hand 

knowledge as possible from fraud prevention vendors, compiling 

our findings in a way that’s helpful and revolutionary for our 

industry and the merchants who depend on us. This report is 

purely informational, and it is not designed to rate the products 

and services of the vendors, review them, give opinions on them, 

or give a thumbs-up (or down) about the vendors. The report’s 

intent is to provide clarity regarding what products and services 

fraud mitigation vendors offer. 

The vendors are segmented into six different categories based on 

their core offerings. Some of the vendors offer other products that 

complement their core offering or have additional functionality 

or products. Some vendors provide services in overlapping 

segments, and this report offers a separate overview for each of 

the following categories:

• User Behavior & Behavioral Biometrics

• 3DS & Consumer Authentication

• Device Identification, Reputation, & Reputation

• Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

• Identity & Data Verification

• Chargeback Management & Platform

Introduction
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Introduction
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Core functionality icon key 3rd Party API Capabilities – The ability  

to call out via API to third-party vendors  

for data, device fingerprinting, etc. 

Payment Gateway Capabilities – The 

ability to process payments directly  

through their own platform or solution. 

Operational Support – Provides 

outsourced operational support, at a  

cost, for reviewing high-risk transactions 

and/or managing chargebacks.

Machine Learning – Matching algorithms 

to detect anomalies in the behavior of 

transactions or users.

Guaranteed Chargeback Liability – 

Guarantees merchants do not take fraud 

losses for vendor-approved transactions. 

ATO Detection Capabilities – Using device 

characteristics to detect account takeover/

account penetration.

Account/Client Management – Personnel 

dedicated to working directly with clients.

Device Fingerprint Capabilities – Built 

directly into the platform (not a third-party 

API call).

Historical Sandbox Testing – Ability to  

test rules against historical transactions in  

a non-production environment.

Professional Guidance/Services – 

Provides outsourced support for data 

analysis, rules-building, and recommended 

best practices, etc.

User Behavior Capabilities – Built-in (not 

via third-party) capabilities to capture cursor 

movements, mouse clicks, and time on a 

merchant site.

Pre-Authorization Functionality – Ability  

to score and/or decision a transaction  

prior to authorization.

Fraud Engine/Platform Functionality – 

Ability to score/decision a transaction  

post-authorization.

Non-Production Real Time Rules Testing 

– Ability to test real-time transactions in a 

non-production environment.

mailto:info@paladingroup.com
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Participating Vendor: 3DS & Consumer Authentication

Accertify 3D Secure

Accertify provides fraud prevention, chargeback management, digital identity, and 

payment gateway solutions to customers spanning ecommerce, financial services, 

and other diverse industries worldwide. Accertify’s layered risk platform, machine-

learning backbone, and rich reputational community data makes it possible for clients to 

address risk pain-points across the entire customer journey—from account creation to 

authentication, activity monitoring, payment, and disputes.

Accertify’ s 3D Secure (3DS) Solution

Accertify’s 3DS solution is available as a stand-alone authentication product or as part 

of their end-to-end authentication management solution. The 3DS solution supports 

both 3DS 1.0 (3DS1) and EMV 3DS 2.1 (3DS2), with 3DS2.2 launched in early 2021.

3DS protocol enables the card issuer to authenticate the cardholder prior to an 

authorization being sent, using data supplied within the 3DS message, which can 

be combined with issuer’s own risk solutions to provide frictionless authentication. 

Alternatively, they can request that the cardholder enter a password or PIN if they feel 

the payment is risky. 

The Frictionless Flow and the Challenge Flow

If the issuer authenticates the cardholder using only the data supplied in the 3DS 

message, there is no requirement for the cardholder to enter a password or PIN. This is 

called a frictionless flow. However, if the issuer is concerned about the payment, they 

can ask the cardholder to enter a password or PIN along with their card data. This data is 

entered into a separate window at the checkout stage, which is managed by the issuer. 

The merchant is not able to view either the questions asked, or the responses provided. 

This is known as a challenge flow. 

At a Glance:
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Participating Vendor: 3DS & Consumer Authentication

Accertify 3D Secure

Fraud Liability Shift

Once the issuer has authenticated the cardholder, either via a 

challenge or frictionless flow, the issuer becomes liable for the 

transaction, should it prove to be fraudulent. This is known as the 

Fraud Liability Shift (FLS). It is important to note that the FLS policy is 

set at the scheme level and can be revoked by individual schemes.  

The third option for the issuer is to decline to authenticate. This 

option is used in those instances when there is an issue with the 

card account, or the payment is deemed high risk by the issuer’s 

fraud solution. 

Additional Protocols

The frictionless flow, challenge flow, and declined authentication 

flows as described above have been in place for a number of 

years. But the infrastructure that supports these flows has evolved 

considerably over time. The initial version of 3DS, 3DS1, was 

launched in 1999 by VISA. The 1.0 protocol proved successful in 

reducing ecommerce fraud, so similar protocols were created by 

card schemes including American Express and MasterCard. 

Most major card schemes developed their own version of 3DS 1.0. 

However, it was designed to work in a browser-based shopping 

environment, and thus did not transfer well to mobile app-based 

shopping. Subsequently in 2016, EMVCo published the specifications 

for 3DS2. The 3DS2 specifications were written with cross-industry 

input and provide a standardised solution for all merchants, 

acquirers, and issuers to follow. 3DS2 is a significant evolution from 

3DS1 and the primary enhancements include:

• Data sharing: 3DS2 shares ten times as much data as 3DS1. This 

includes device, session, and IP data. This data enables the issuer 

to make better decisions when assessing the authentication 

request.

• Mobile app optimization: 3DS2 is designed to work with 

both a browser and app/device-based shopping experience. 

For example, 3DS2 can be implemented seamlessly into the 

merchant app, providing a much more customer-friendly 

experience.

• Non-payment based authentication: 3DS1.0 was limited to 

payment flows, but 3DS2 supports non-payment flows. For 

example, 3DS2 can be used to authenticate the provisioning of a 

card into an e-wallet. 

• Tokenization: 3DS2 supports tokenized transactions, which helps 

to reduce the risk of the card number being compromised. 

• Support for a variety of authentication methods: This includes 

one-time passcodes, biometrics, and out-of-band authentication.

The enhancements above and a number of additional 

enhancements are currently available through Accertify’s 3DS2 

solution. Accertify is currently working on the next evolution, 3DS2.2, 

which will provide even more features and functionality.

mailto:info@paladingroup.com
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Merchant Fraud Strategy

Accertify believes that 3DS2/2.2 should be an essential part of a 

merchant’s fraud strategy. 3DS2 not only brings financial benefits 

through fraud reduction and the fraud liability shift, but it can also 

help to protect merchants’ brand by ensuring customers feel secure 

when making purchases via app or website.

Strong Customer Authentication (SCA)

Furthermore, in Europe, 3DS2 has become the default solution for 

merchants that need to comply with new regulations, i.e., Strong 

Customer Authentication (SCA). SCA requires that all intra-European 

Economic Area (EEA) transactions are authenticated by two of the 

following three factors:

1. Inherence (e.g., biometric)

2. Possession (e.g., device)

3. Knowledge (e.g., PIN/Password)

The scope of SCA is limited to cards issued within the European 

Economic Area (EEA), and there are exemptions available. At a 

minimum, all ecommerce merchants based in the EEA should 

implement 3DS as part of their compliance strategy in meeting  the 

newly enforced EEA regulation requirements. A merchant’s failure to 

comply with the new EEA regulation may cause a significant number 

of sales to be declined by the respective card issuers. Accertify 

believes that merchants should not only implement 3DS, but they 

should also implement an SCA optimisation solution. This enables 

the merchant to maximise all the available exemptions and scope 

criteria to ensure as many sales as possible are processed without 

the potential for friction associated with 3DS. Identifying payments 

that are out-of-scope or exempt, can help the merchant provide the 

optimal customer experience. 

While 3DS1 supports SCA compliance, a stronger combination is to 

integrate both 3DS1 and 3DS2. 3DS2 is a substantial improvement 

from 3DS1 and provides the merchant with the ability to share more 

information about the payment and SCA-related information like 

exemptions, mandated challenges, etc. 

Participating Vendor: 3DS & Consumer Authentication

Accertify 3D Secure
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Participating Vendor: Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

Accertify, Inc.

Accertify provides fraud prevention, chargeback management, digital identity, and 

payment gateway solutions to customers spanning ecommerce, financial services, and 

other diverse industries worldwide. Accertify’s layered risk platform, machine-learning 

backbone, and rich reputational community data enables clients to address risk pain-

points across the entire customer journey—from account creation to authentication, 

activity monitoring, payment, and disputes.

Solutions and Functionality

The Accertify Interceptas® Platform is a software-as-a-service offering that allows 

clients to adapt their fraud-screening strategy in real time. It utilizes machine learning 

models, configurable fraud and policy rules, and robust reputational community data. 

The platform can perform risk assessments in real time, in batches, or via manual review, 

and offers a wide variety of pre-integrated connections to third party data providers. The 

platform is PCI-DSS Level 1 certified and is SOC2 and ISO 27001 compliant.

Accertify’s Interceptas® Platform includes core functionalities such as:

Scoring Functionality: At its core, the Interceptas® Platform is a data management 

tool. By offering a rich set of integrated machine learning models, pre-built rules and 

condition checks, clients can implement a near-infinite range of policy checks to live 

alongside their fraud screening strategy. The user-friendly interface is designed to  

allow non-IT resources to author rules and make comparisons to adjust risk assessment. 

The same functionality can conditionally invoke API calls to third parties or leverage 

Accertify’s rich sources of community data.
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Participating Vendor: Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

Accertify, Inc.

Case Management: The Interceptas® Platform offers clients a 

configurable tool that can be used to analyze data, assess risk,  

and report and manage fraud risk screening. While the majority of 

traffic is handled via a machine-learning and rules-based approach, 

the case management system allows clients to build workflows  

that suit their team structures and support their SLAs.

In 2022, Accertify’s Case Management changes will focus on a few 

key themes, including:

• Strengthening their cross-client fingerprint and deploying 

their next generation, machine-learning powered browser 

fingerprinting capability, focused on complex fingerprint 

challenges such as corporate networks, aggregators, and  

mobile browsers

• Expanding user behavioral analytic (UBA) capabilities in native 

mobile apps, simplifying integration with support for popular 

mobile app development frameworks, and enhancing models 

and data processing for both browser and mobile

• Expansion of their FIDO-certified solution into native mobile SDKs 

• Continued investment in models to expand coverage to a wider 

variety of account-centric attacks. Examples include bot attacks, 

account takeovers, promotional abuse, fraudulent account 

opening, withdrawals, deposits and marketplace transactions. 

• Additional capabilities to prevent growing post-fulfillment abuses, 

like refund and returns fraud

• New features in their case management for bundling 

transactions into cases, new reports, and more streamlined ways 

of managing user permissions

• Expansion of fraud liability shift (chargeback guarantee) 

capabilities

Machine learning powered by dynamic risk vectors: Machine 

learning capabilities power the creation of new predictive data 

elements for use in industry models. These new elements capture 

community intelligence in a fundamentally new way, enabling:

• Identification of consistency versus change across  

transaction elements to reveal threats as they emerge

• Dynamic updates to key data features as the risk grows  

or diminishes

• Targeted use of community intelligence to bring additional 

knowledge to clients’ transaction decisioning outside of their 

business interactions

Device Intelligence: Accertify analyzes devices and associated 

identities transacting across digital channels via mobile applications 

(InMobile) and mobile and desktop browsers (InBrowser). Accertify’s 

device intelligence platform helps clients verify identity, assess and 

mitigate risk in real time, and optimize the customer experience.

mailto:info@paladingroup.com
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Participating Vendor: Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

Accertify, Inc.

InMobile provides a Software Development Kit (SDK) that can be 

incorporated into mobile applications to access detailed mobile 

device information. More than a hundred device attributes and 

operating system attributes can be collected and analyzed to 

produce a persistent device identifier that is resilient to tampering, 

application uninstall/reinstall, and OS upgrade. 

Core features include:

• Malware and Crimeware detection: InMobile analyses 

connected devices to detect known malicious applications  

as well as criminal tools, such as location spoofing and IP 

address proxy apps. Malware files are dynamically updated 

without client interaction.

• Rooted/Jailbroken detection: InMobile protects against 

increasing—and increasingly complex—rooting methods used  

by fraudsters, such as Cloaked Root, through Advanced Root  

and Jailbreak Detection.

• Trusted Path: InMobile’s security architecture prevents 

interceptions by providing a complete secure path to transport 

sensitive information, which is encrypted end-to-end, signed, 

and digitally protected against replay attacks. InMobile uses 

Trusted Path to securely communicate sensitive messages.

• Secure messaging: Secure means of delivering contextual  

Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) messages to a registered device 

through the InMobile SDK and secure Trusted Path that cannot 

be read by any other device, intercepted, or replayed. This can 

be a stand-alone offering. 

InBrowser provides JavaScript collectors that can be incorporated 

into any relevant web page to access detailed browser session 

information. Hundreds of attributes can be collected and analyzed 

to produce a persistent device identifier and identify potentially 

fraudulent behavior. Collector code can be invoked upon page 

visit or tied to specific actions, such as Form Submit, based on 

technical and business requirements. Examples of pages where 

data collection is typically enabled include account open page, login 

page, account change/update page, and checkout/payment page. 

• Our browser fingerprint “recipe” determines how well devices are 

differentiated from each other, allowing any client to seamlessly 

authenticate users with less friction by minimizing collision rates 

and maximizing fingerprint longevity. 

User Behavior Analytics (UBA): Accertify offers their clients the 

ability to track the behavior of their customers’ web traffic using 

their UBA solution. By analyzing behavioral signals from users as 

they interact with client’s websites, UBA can help distinguish good 

users from fraudsters and detect suspicious activity from humans 

or bots. The solution can provide risk ratings and includes visual 

representations of a user’s journey through a website, including 

mailto:info@paladingroup.com
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Participating Vendor: Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

Accertify, Inc.

measurements of page duration, mouse movement, keystroke 

dynamics, and pasting or auto-filling data into forms.

Link Search Capabilities: Accertify’s enhanced link search 

functionality gives clients the ability to search for historic linkages 

that can clarify whether an event is out of pattern, or in fact is 

evidence of a loyal, repeat customer. The capability is flexible in 

what values can be displayed and searched and offers power users 

the ability to perform batch exports, execute data pivots and bulk 

resolution capabilities.

Rules/Conditions Testing: Clients can test and simulate a condition 

or conditions using the Accertify rule testing “Sandbox.” The 

functionality in the Sandbox provides the ability to look historically 

and get an analysis of a proposed rule change. For testing conditions 

on current and future transactions, a client can run tests in the 

production environment and set a passive score where it wouldn’t 

affect the outcome. Production testing gives clients the ability to run 

transactions through “real-world” conditions such as velocity and 

negative files.

Profile Builder: Profile Builder helps identify real-time patterns 

and trends through the dynamic summarization and aggregation 

of data. Gain insight in real-time at the transactional level to discern 

fraud rates, track new product launch limits, monitor account usage, 

analyze customer buying patterns, and uncover organized fraud 

rings. No longer is it necessary to anticipate potential risk, wait 

overnight for a model or algorithm to be updated or calibrated, 

or have static, stale rules. In real time, Profile Builder monitors 

summarized fraud rates at the product/sku level, across airline  

route networks, at events/locations, against a specific  

entertainment genre, or any number of similar entities. This eases 

manual review rates and enables a more efficient and flexible 

strategy to mitigate risk. 

Chargeback Management: Please see full write-up in the  

Accertify Chargeback section of the Paladin Vendor Report.

Payment Gateway: This complementary product is for clients 

seeking a singular platform for payments and fraud. The Accertify 

Payment Gateway is processor-agnostic, giving merchants the 

flexibility to select different processors for different payment types, 

and it provides easy connectivity to multiple acquirers globally.
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Participating Vendor: Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

Accertify, Inc.

Reporting: 

Accertify offers three types of reports: 

• A landing page dashboard: These are “heartbeat” views 

of platform statistics—both fraud and chargebacks and 

performance—individually and across the team. 

• Enterprise Reports: These allow a client to input criteria 

parameters to specifically drill down and show different types of 

performance. Examples include monetary metrics, chargebacks, 

analyst decisioning, rules performance, and more. 

• Data Extract Utility: This reporting suite allows clients to create 

either one-time or recurring scheduled reports where they can 

extract large amounts of data. Reports that are generated via the 

Data Extract Utility feature can be securely exported onto the 
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Participating Vendor: Fraud Platforms & Decision Engines

Accertify, Inc.

client’s systems where they can use their own software to look 

for trends or report to their own internal teams. More advanced 

features include data pivots and exports to Excel format.

Refund Abuse

Accertify recognizes the growing problem of refund abuse and has 

developed a specific module for merchants struggling to distinguish 

between legitimate and fraudulent claims. 

The Refunds Module from Accertify is designed to identify and 

stop patterns of claims abuse. It allows merchants to accurately 

discern whether a refund claim is legitimate or fraudulent and how 

to take the appropriate action. The solution directly addresses the 

problem without causing unnecessary friction for trusted shoppers. 

It was developed by working with marquee merchant customers 

who were having problems with refund abuse. 

The Refunds Module is a targeted solution designed to identify and 

stop patterns of claims abuse, while minimizing friction to trusted 

customers. Through an easy-to-implement API, this dynamic, risk-

based approach allows clients to accurately discern whether a 

refund claim is legitimate or fraudulent and take the appropriate 

action. By introducing a standard, risk-based technology  

approach that considers many different variables, merchants 

can now effectively begin to measure and monitor a previously 

undefined process.

The solution uses a combination of machine learning, behavior 

analytics, and device intelligence to determine the location of the 

device requesting a refund, whether it is the same location as where 

the initial purchase was made, and whether it is a human or a bot. 

The solution can also detect velocity patterns to see when one 

device is making several refund requests, for example. 

Due to the COVID pandemic, many merchants are struggling with an 

increased volume of returns and refund requests. This has opened 

a new channel for cybercriminals to exploit as they can fraudulently 

claim their delivery was not received and request either a re-

shipment or a refund. 

Merchants also report a growing issue of people returning items that 

are different from what they originally purchased—such as clothes 

worn once and returned, or a less-expensive item being returned 

instead of a more expensive one purchased, or even people 

returning empty boxes.

Returning the wrong item, or even no item at all, is an operational 

issue and involves the warehouse teams that receive the package. 

It is imperative they are communicating with the other teams across 

the organization when this happens. Merchants sometimes struggle 

to know if a refund provided was truly fraudulent. 
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Services Offered:

Decision Sciences: Accertify’s global team of machine-learning 

experts and data scientists focuses on three core areas: 

• Build industry-leading machine learning models, backed by 

Accertify’s unparalleled network of reputational community 

data, to provide clear, defensible reason codes that detail  

insight into the factors driving the model decision

• Client consultation, including listening to clients’ needs,  

sharing insights, and designing a set of machine learning  

based solutions to address their needs

• Research and development in pioneering new machine  

learning techniques, analyzing new data streams, and other 

activities to provide clients with new data insights and  

predictive risk behaviors

Client Success Management (CSM): The global team of Client 

Success Managers are responsible for assisting each client in 

achieving their fraud and chargeback goals. The Client Success 

Team is primarily composed of former Directors and Managers of 

Fraud for the most recognized brands in the world and possess 

extensive first-hand fraud and chargeback experience. 

Client Success Managers have a deep understanding of the 

Accertify Fraud and Chargeback Platform and understand how 

it can be deployed to solve complex challenges. The team stays 

closely aligned internally to ensure clients are aware of new 

features and functionalities and work with their client base to assist 

with adoption of these features and functionalities within their 

environment to achieve the maximum benefit. Accertify Client 

Success Managers are the conduit into their entire organization, 

standing by each client’s side to guide, grow, advise, and service 

them as they navigate the complex world of fraud and chargebacks.

Managed Services: Their Managed Services team provides  

direct operational management of a client’s fraud and/or 

chargeback processes through the Interceptas platform. The  

team becomes an extension of the organization by providing 

experienced and comprehensive consultation, geographical 

coverage, and SLA management. 

Support Services: The global Support team employs a  

“follow-the-sun” approach to deliver 24x7 coverage. By completing 

rigorous platform and technology training, multi-lingual team’s 

extensive fraud prevention, chargeback management and client 

success experience ensures success. In addition, through a  

secure web portal, they offer a set of user-friendly support  

resources to further support clients. This library includes best 

practices, how-to configuration guides, platform documentation, 

release notes, and more.
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Professional Services: Accertify offers a wide range of  

professional services designed to help clients optimize fraud 

prevention, chargeback management, and payments performance. 

Their Professional Services team are the subject matter experts  

of the platform. They each bring years of industry expertise and 

know-how as former fraud and chargeback managers, Certified 

Fraud Examiners, online technology experts, statisticians, and 

professional trainers. 
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Accertify provides fraud prevention, chargeback management, digital identity, and 

payment gateway solutions to customers spanning ecommerce, financial services,  

and other diverse industries worldwide. Accertify’s layered risk platform, machine-

learning backbone, and rich reputational community data enables clients to address  

risk pain-points across the entire customer journey—from account creation to 

authentication, activity monitoring, payment, and disputes.

Accertify offers a Chargeback Management solution that has been live and  

processing chargebacks since March 2011. 

Accertify Chargeback Services:

Accertify is a Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) Level 1  

validated service provider and is ISO/IEC27001:2013 and Soc 2 compliant. The 

Chargeback Management solution can be used either as a standalone product or  

in conjunction with Accertify’s Fraud Platform.

figure 1: user interface
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Accertify’s Chargeback Management solution can reduce the 

resources required to manage and respond to chargebacks by 

incorporating full or partial automation into the process. It offers  

a software-as-a-service platform that clients can manage 

themselves or they can outsource the end-to-end management  

of chargebacks using Accertify’s Managed Services offering.

The platform offers:

Automated Processor Integration: Accertify is integrated directly 

with most processors; therefore, most chargeback files can 

be automatically and systematically imported, without human 

intervention, into the platform. In addition, chargeback responses 

can be automatically exported to integrated processors using  

similar technology.  

Workflow Management: The platform has out-of-the-box workflows 

with the ability to create client-specific workflows based upon dollar 

values, chargeback reason, due date, client business needs, and 

other similar data points. 

Workflow: 

The automation of Accertify’s document capture process eliminates 

manual processes traditionally required for uploading screenshots 

and printed documentation. In addition, when the workflow is 

coupled with data from the Fraud Platform or enhanced with 

compelling evidence from the client, the workflow can be  

designed to create fully automated responses to the processors. 

This no-touch model works especially well for high-volume, less 

complex chargebacks.

The User Interface is always available, even in a full or partially 

automated setup. This access provides a way to manually include 

documentation via upload or copy/paste, and it provides a 

repository for supporting documentation and compelling evidence 

for representment. This ensures a full suite of capabilities to handle 

both automated and manual intervention needs without sacrificing 

accuracy or efficiency.  

Web-based Dashboards and Reporting: Insights provided in the 

reporting package allow clients to look at the big picture when 

assessing chargeback team operations and success criteria. The 

initial landing page has dashboards which display trends for recently 

worked items and a 12-week won\loss trend analysis. It also provides 

a snapshot of what chargebacks are nearing their reply-by dates. 

This provides a clear understanding if the client’s staff are keeping 

up with inventory and the overall success which is being achieved.  

For reporting purposes, users can select desired filters (load/

resolution/sale date, agent identifier, reason code group, etc.) 

and can evaluate various aspects of the chargeback inventory as 

well as the chargeback team’s productivity and success. Analyst 
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performance is reflected in won/loss success ratios in total dollar, 

case count, and percentage amounts for cases manually reviewed 

and complete versus total cases accepted. The platform not only 

provides insight into who last interacted with a chargeback but can 

also show an agent’s average work duration for a specified period. 

Won/loss ratios can also be aggregated and grouped out by a 

reason code group, brand, and processor for trend analysis. 

Lastly, the platform provides a way to export all data securely. 

Clients can define the data to be extracted and then run the extract 

immediately or schedule it for later use.  

Solution Integration: Accertify’s Chargeback Management solution 

is directly integrated with their Fraud Platform, and information 

is automatically populated into the Chargeback Management 

solution and vice versa. The Fraud and Chargeback modules form 

a symbiotic relationship and seamlessly leverage and benefit from 

one another by staying synchronized and realizing their maximum 

potential through the direct data share. 

Accertify also partners with Ethoca, Verifi, and American Express 

to enable pre-chargeback capabilities related to dispute deflection, 

transaction clearness, and chargeback alerts. This allows clients to 

react to change faster, including potentially avoiding the chargeback 

by stopping shipments, issuing refunds, improving fraud prevention 

rules and strategies, and enhancing model performance. They do all 

this while providing a best-in-class customer experience to  

their customers.

In 2022, Accertify’s Roadmap will focus on a few key themes, 

including:

• Continuing to expand acquirer/processor global footprint

• Expanding third-party shipping integrations for retailers 

• Expanding and enhancing reporting capabilities and dashboards

• Developing a full end-to-end product for airlines and OTAs 

• Continuing to enhance the user interface with a focus on 

improving client experience

• Expanding full representment automation capabilities 
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Paladin Fraud would like to thank all of the participating vendors for their  

time and availability during the discovery and post-writing processes. 

We also would like to remind all readers of this report that they can 

email us at info@paladinfraud.com to let us know which vendors they 

would like to see participate in the report next year.
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